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n the Word of God, it is WRITTEN: “But
the day of the Lord WILL COME as a
THIEF [THAT IS, UNEXPECTEDLY] in the night;
in the which the HEAVENS [THE SKY ABOVE US,
AND OUTER SPACE] shall PASS AWAY with a
GREAT NOISE, and the ELEMENTS
[EVERYTHING] SHALL MELT WITH FERVENT
HEAT, the earth also and the works that are
therein shall be BURNED UP” (2 PETER 3:10).
All the weather
events mankind is
experiencing worldwide today are
LEADING UP to a
fiery CONCLUSION.
This world will one
day be consumed by FIRE! You should not
ignore it any longer. It has been STARING
MANKIND IN THE FACE for many years: God
is WARNING MAN to BELIEVE His Holy Word.
According to the chart above, every populated continent on EARTH has endured a
significant natural disaster in 2011. The
total damage cost of $380 billion dollars
was the highest on record. And now, we
are entering 2012!

But to those that BELIEVE the Word of God
KNOW that this warming trend has a spiritual purpose: to fulfill the Word of God!
This WARMING is NOT JUST coming from above:
“And there shall be SIGNS in the SUN, and in
the MOON, and in the STARS; and upon the
earth DISTRESS [ANXIETY] OF NATIONS, with
PERPLEXITY [A STATE OF UNCERTAINTY]; the SEA
and the WAVES ROARING [SUCH AS TSUNAMIS];
“MEN’S HEARTS [MALE AND FEMALE] FAILING
THEM [TO BREATH OUT; FAINT] FOR FEAR [TO BE
PUT IN FEAR; ALARM; FRIGHT], and for LOOKING
AFTER [APPREHENSION OF EVIL] those things
which are COMING on the earth [WHY???]:
for the POWERS OF HEAVEN [THE FORCE OF
NATURE] shall be SHAKEN [WAVER; AGITATE;
ROCK; TOPPLE]” (LUKE 21:25-26),
But ALSO from BENEATH as well:

Five years ago, global warming was looked
upon as a conspiracy created by governments. Now, it appears more and more to be
a reality! But, what does all of this mean for
the future of humanity?
Religious leaders DO NOT UNDERSTAND spiritual things because they have not been born of
the Spirit of God. They have gone about establishing their OWN righteousness, and are too
busy MAKING MERCHANDISE of men, and increasing their wealth and fame!

“Hell from BENEATH is MOVED FOR THEE
[TO QUIVER OUTWARD] to MEET THEE [THE
WICKED] AT THY COMING” (ISAIAH 14:9). Hell
beneath is HOT, and it is EXPANDING!
We are NOW standing at the threshold when
the TRUE church of God will be CAUGHT UP in
the air, and then, the seven year tribulation
period will begin along with these plagues.
The HEAT will only get worse, and will NOT
ONLY cause floods from melting ice and
rains, and fierce storms, but also FAMINES,
which are now bringing about higher food
prices and food shortages.

The book of Revelation is the window to the
FUTURE in the last days that shows what will
happen AFTER the church of Jesus Christ is
gone. Chapter 6 and verses 1-17 uses SEVEN
SEALS to give us a SNAPSHOT of the entire
reign of ANTICHRIST during these seven years.
Under the THIRD SEAL (VS. 5) the THIRD
HORSEMAN on a BLACK horse will come with a
pair of BALANCES in his hand. This will become
a time of severe FOOD SHORTAGES such as the
world has never known.
No wonder the FOURTH HORSEMAN will involve KILLING “...with sword, and with hunger,
and with death, and with the beasts of the
earth” (REV. 6:7-8), ALL fighting over the FEW
precious resources left among so many!
Also, THE SUN will “...scorch men with fire. And
men were scorched with GREAT HEAT” (REV.
16:8).
God is using all of these signs to WARN MAN to
REPENT of his wicked deeds, and be saved
before it is too late! As for the believer, “Seeing
then that ALL THESE THINGS shall be DISSOLVED, what manner of person OUGHT YE TO
BE in all holy conversation and godliness…” (2
PETER 11)? LOOKING FOR JESUS TO COME!

